H. D. KHAN PLANS TO ESCAPE
"When we encamped on the mayddn with a body of
sound and healthy men, we found ourselves unable to
oppose the enemy and took refuge in the fort. Comparing
our present stale with the then condition we are powerless.
How can we engage ourselves in the field of battle? My
thoughts point out this way, that i^, however much the
zaminclar of Tanjore has been aggrieved by us, still he has
relationship with the French because his frontier meets
that of the French. Most probably he may show kindness
towards us. Tt is proper that we keep with him Hvtsayn Dost
Khan as a security on behalf of the French, and let him send
the Khan to Phulcheri by whatever means he thinks best/'
When Ahsami'd-DIrL Khan saw that his counsel was not-
agreeable to the members of the council, he concluded his
speech with the following observation: "The skirt of fate
is undefiled by the dust of deliberation/'
One Rajput, Hari Singh by name, and one of the trust-
worthy friends of Husayn Dost Khan shrugged his shoulders
at the acceptance of the suggestions of M. Las and addressed
his master thus: "Do not at all entertain an}' hope of genero-
sity from the zamindar of Tanjore who is in league with your
enemy. If you seek relief, extricate your head from this snare
of destruction in the following manner: Take some of my
trusted men, and get upon my swift-paced horse, which, fleet
as the wind, can cover a distance of fifty kwroh in a day; then
you can reach Karikal in one night/'
When this suggestion also did not find its approval from
any one, one of the leaders of the highway robbers known as
Kallars, a rude community, who boasted himself as second to
none among those besieged, interfered unnecessarily in the
deliberations of the councillors, and spoke in the following
manner: "By means of my boat I can cross the river Coleroon
in one night and convey you safely to your destination/'
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